
Nº Bedrooms: 7 Nº Bathrooms: 6 Nº People: 14 Parking M² built: 709 m² Wifi Fireplace Jacuzzi
Sauna Private garden Mountain view Private lift BBQ Dishwasher TV Washing machine
Store Room Ski Room

Skiing/Snowboarding Cycling Cross country skiing Golf Hiking Mountain-Biking Riding

Activities in resort

Iconic chalet for rent in Courchevel 1850 Cospillot with 709 sqm and 7 bedrooms

This emblematic luxury chalet in Courchevel 1850 is located in the highly sought-after Cospillot district. It seems to be suspended from the rock that borders the forest, in a preserved nature and surrounded by fir
trees. Its exceptional view is one of the most beautiful in the resort.

The Chalet impresses by its modernism, its comfort and its decoration with prestigious brands such as Fendi, Baccarat or Louis Vuitton. Design and technology are combined in a minimalist and traditional style.

With a surface area of 709 sq.m and spread over 4 levels, the chalet is flooded with natural light, clad in old wood and enhanced by some resolutely design details. It can accommodate 14 people, with its 7
bedrooms, one of which is distinguished by a fireplace with a linear and modern look.

The chalet, whose architecture is a subtle blend of noble materials, mixes old wood, slate, old local stone and elements of leather, fur, steel, lacquer and crystal. It has been designed with a contemporary
perspective, without renouncing the functional character of the home automation solutions.

You will appreciate the large windows giving access to a terrace with a view of the magnificent surrounding mountains. After a great day of skiing, enjoy a relaxing moment in the outdoor jacuzzi. But that's not all:
the wellness area with a beautiful swimming pool will delight young and old alike. 

Iconic chalet for rent in Courchevel 1850 Cospillot with 709
France, Courchevel, Courchevel 1850, Cospillot

chalet - REF: TGS-A2928



In this high standard accommodation, many services are included: butler, chef offering all types of cuisine, cinema room, sauna, hammam, the indoor swimming pool with pop lights and a swing, fitness room and
massage room fully equipped.

The luxury and excessiveness of the chalet will appeal to a demanding clientele accustomed to the best real estate services.

Nothing is impossible with our Unlimit Collection: a selection of out of the ordinary chalets with signature architecture, where decorative arts and masterpieces stands alongside the most noble materials. An
extraordinary universe with unusual touches.

GASTRONOMY
Butler
10h/day
Meal service
Chef
10h/day
Meal service : Breakfast, lunch or dinner and tea-time
WELLNESS
Spa practitioner*
Nails*

TRANSPORTATION
Shuttle*
Shuttle service (to and from the slopes)*
Chauffeur
12h/day
Chauffeur services

MANAGEMENT AND MAINTENANCE
Housekeepers
10h/day
Daily maintenance and cleaning
*Winter only

INCLUDED SERVICES
    
Welcome
Bathroom products
Champagne*
Flowers
Reception at the property*
Welcome basket
Wood for the fireplace



    
Housekeeping & Linens
Beds made before arrival
End of stay cleaning
Linens (towels and sheets)
Scheduled cleaning during the stay
Slippers*
Towels’ and linen’s change(s) (sheets and towels) during the stay*

*Winter only

EQUIPMENT

General
Baby bath
Baby cot
Boots heater
Elevator
High chair
Outdoor furniture

    
Multimedia
Apple TV
Arabic channels
Blue-ray player
BOSE speakers
Dock station
DVD player / Blu-ray
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